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President’s Message

2017 NCG CALENDAR at a Glance

Thank you to Lisa 
Webb, Ann Cobb,  
Sheryl Bracey. Carol 
Savage, Vicki Brandt, 
Carol Percy, Miranda 
Fuller and Laura Kraft 
for their contributions 
to this issue of the 
newsletter. 

The NCG Board for the 2017-2018 year will 
be voted on at the May meeting. This year, the 
Nominating Committee of Robyn Hall, JoAnn 
Bates and Sheryl Bracey present the following 
ballot for consideration: 

President....Lynn Noga
Vice President......Sheryl Bracey (At the request 
of Lynn Noga)
Treasurer........Laura Kraft (continuing)
Secretary........Kimberly Blevins  (continuing)
Corresponding Secretary.......Ruth Haskins
Members at Large........Lilo Regen, Joyce 
Skaggs, Miranda Fuller (Continuing), Robyn 
Hall  (Continuing)

MAY BUSINESS 

Greetings NCG Scribes!

It has truly been an honor to serve as your President this year!  We have had a great time filled 
with workshops, an anniversary, Scribehaven and fabulous meetings.  We have welcomed new 
members and refined the way we approach our group.

The 2016-2017 Board has done a fabulous job and I must thank each and every one of you for 
making my job easier and fun!  Every time I reached out to ask something of any Board mem-
ber I was met with a positive attitude and and a love of lettering and this group.  Special thanks 
goes to our Election committee in this past month - not an easy job I’m sure!

Please make plans to join us for the May meeting - we have elections coming up, a fabulous 
Program and plans for the following year.  Also, don’t forget your Lettering projects to display!

Lastly, please read your newsletter carefully to make note of all our exciting events and dead-
lines. 

I humbly thank all of you again for this year and I look forward to being an active part of this 
group in the future! 

See you at the Plaza!
Lisa Webb, President

In addition, the following are members who 
have agreed to accept the positions needing 
to be filled.

Door Prizes......Carol Savage
Librarian...........Gayla Hall
Membership......JoAnn Bates

Thank you to all those who are willing to 
contribute their time and energy to the Guild 
and a special thank you to the Nominating 
Committee for their diligence and persua-
siveness in securing a slate of officers for 
our Guild.

Reminder:
Dues are due!

 Membership forms 
are included in this 

newsletter. 
Don’t forget to renew!



ARTIST SHOWCASE

Here are some samples provided by Carol Savage, including her new logo 
(above). Note that the size of  “Rules of This House” is 2 feet x 3 feet.

FALL WORSHOPS

Sheryl Bracey
“Beginning Traditional Copperplate”

September 23-24, 2017

Registeration forms for workshops included in 
this newsletter.

Peter Thornton
“Layout and Design for the Terrified”

October 21-22, 2017



SCRIBEHAVEN 2017 - Review by Ann Cobb

What exactly is Scribehaven?  What would I learn if I attended Scribehaven?  Is it a workshop?  Can I work on my own 
projects?

Scribehaven is a weekend in which Guild members gather at beautiful Lake Barkley, Kentucky, to learn and share and 
work and enjoy.  We enjoy the food, the beauties of nature, and learning from each other.  Sharing sessions are available in 
which members demonstrate a new technique, new tools, and new skills that they have acquired.  

Long-time member Vicki Brandt (of Knoxville) dreamed of a 
retreat for our Guild for several years.  After much planning and 
searching for the perfect location, she presented her ideas to 
the Board of Directors for their approval.  With their blessing, 
Vicki organized the first Scribehaven retreat that was held in 
early 2009.  Lake Barkley was chosen because they presented 
the best room rates for both guest rooms and conference rooms.  
And the rest is history.

Scribehaven 2017 was the ninth consecutive retreat for our 
Guild.  Attendance has varied through the years between 14 and 
27.  Each year, Vicki plans activities and sessions for the attend-
ees.  Those sessions are optional; those who prefer to work on 
their own projects are free to do just that.

This year’s activities provided a full schedule of events for at-
tendees.

Vicki once again demonstrated her beautiful watercolor flowers.  
Vicki’s painting techniques make painting flowers and leaves so 
simple that anyone can feel success.  She talked about papers 
and paints, about shading and highlighting based upon your 
light source, and about mixing colors.

This writer demonstrated new inks and golds from Paper and 
Ink Arts.  The new inks included:  McCaffery’s Prairie Night 
Ink (a carbon-based black ink that gives beautiful, thin hair-
lines), Ziller Wild Rose Pink ink and Ziller Winter Sky Gray 
ink (two of several new colors from Ziller), ink made from 
Pearl Ex Powdered Pigments, and Pelikan 4001 Fountain Pen 
Ink mixed with powdered gum Arabic so that it flows properly 
through pointed pens.  

Bill Kemp has designed a Spencerian Guideline kit for those 
interested in Spencerian lettering.  Gansai Tambi has produced 
a set of 6 mica watercolor inks similar to the Finetec Gold pal-
ette.  The Gansai palette colors include:  Blue Gold, Red Gold, 
Yellow Gold, Champagne Gold, Light Gold, and White Gold.  

And then there was the secret of the potato.  If your pointed pen 
ink is not flowing properly, gently stick your pen into the potato 
to clean the nib, and so that the starch improves ink flow.

Lynn Noga demonstrated the use of alcohol inks to create most 
interesting background papers.  Lynn used both Yupo paper and 
shiny photo paper.  She demonstrated using extender, isopropol 
alcohol, resist to mask out areas or shapes, and the effect of 
blowing air onto the wet ink through a straw.

Valerie Cypress set up stations where we could try out eleven 

different golds, placing our samples on one sheet for easy com-
parison.  This demonstration also included gilding a small square 
so that those not familiar with gilding could learn that technique 
and so that all could see the difference between using actual gold 
leaf and gold inks and paints.

Lynn also demonstrated Zentangles.  She taught four different 
tangles – all of which were created using only the four basic 
Zentangles strokes:  straight line, crescent, circle or teardrop, 
and flat S stroke (similar to a flattened compound curve).  Lynn 
is a Certified Zentangles Teacher, and teaches this most relaxing 
art regularly at Plaza.  Zentangles is truly one art form that is 
entirely portable.  Your entire toolkit consists of a Micron pen, a 
pencil (but no eraser), tiles or papers cut to size, and a tortillon.  
That’s it!

Maggie Naylor (from Memphis) also demonstrated iris paper 
folding.  This technique uses folded strips of colored or designed 
papers taped to a cut-out mask to create one of a myriad of 
designs.  You can expect to see more of this technique in months 
to come.

In additional all this, attendees worked on all sorts of individual 
projects including Reggie Ezell homework, Guild Lettering Proj-
ects, greeting cards, watercolor paintings, Zentangles designs, 
envelope decoration, and a myriad of other activities.

Next year marks the Tenth Anniversary of Scribehaven.  Watch 
the Guild newsletter for special events to commemorate that an-
niversary.

Thank you, Vicki, for the countless hours that you spend in plan-
ning and organizing this event each year.



See You in September 
Want to stay in touch this summer? 

 
Wish you knew other Guild members better? 

Want to share your love of lettering? 
Here’s your chance: The NCG Summer Envelope Exchange. 

The theme is: “See You in September”. 
 

The exchange will run from June through August, 2017.  By signing up 
for the exchange, you are committing to send approximately six 

envelopes:  two envelopes in June, two in July, and two in August.   
You are asked to bring the envelopes you receive to the  

September Guild meeting to show and share! 
 

You will be placed on a list with approximately six other Guild members. 
Your list will be emailed (or via postal mail) to you no later than June 1. 

The deadline to sign up is May 15, 2017. 
 

Participants agree to let the recipients of their envelopes share the envelopes with anyone 
to whom they will show them in person.  The envelopes cannot be placed on any web site or 

printed in any format without the written permission of the sender.  Participants do, 
however, grant permission for Beth Paul, the newsletter editor, to publish pictures  

of envelopes in the Guild newsletter.  If you sign up, you are committing to send envelopes 
to those on your list.  Do not disappoint them! 

 
Remember this is a calligraphic exchange.  You can add any design features that you wish, 

but the lettering should be the focus. 
 

You do not need to put anything calligraphic into your envelope.  You can if you wish, but no 
pressure to do so.  You must put something into your envelope -- perhaps a short note 

telling something about yourself, or share the techniques used to address the envelope. 
 

If you want to participate, send the following information to: 
Cobbann02@aol.com or Ann Cobb, 134 LaPlaza Drive, Hendersonville, Tn 37075 

Your information will be copied to the master list exactly as you submit it, 
so proofread carefully! 

Jane Doe 
123 Main Street 

Anytown, TN 00000 
xxx-123-4567 (phone) 

email address 



Lettering Project 2017

Our Lettering Project for 2017 will be a bit different than the two previous years.  This year we will 
have a different project for each month.  These projects will help us to utilize the training that we 
have received and the skills that we have built.  They will also provide us with some finished pieces for 
future exhibits.  The projects for 2017 are used with the permission of the Warmland Calligraphers 
Guild of British Columbia, and adapted from projects that they have completed in the past.

January:  Create a small piece with lettering not exceeding 4” x 6”.  Decorative or graphic elements can 
exceed the 4” x 6” dimensions if you like, but lettering must not.

February:  Do a piece on black or dark paper using colored inks, gouaches, or other color media.  No size 
limit.

January and February projects will be shown at the March Guild meeting.

March:  Create one single letter presented as a piece.  Think Heather Held’s Enchanted Letters or other 
decorated letter classes that you have taken.  No size limit, but only one letter.

April:  Create a piece using at least three sizes of broad-edge lettering.  This can be all one hand or multiple 
hands.  No size limit.

March and April projects will be shown at the May Guild meeting.

May:  Do a monochromatic piece using shades of one color, either on white/light background paper or on 
black/dark paper.  No size limit.

June, July, and August:  Our projects will the normal Envelope Exchange, which will be shown at the 
September Guild meeting.

September:  Create a piece using only pointed pen in Copperplate, Spencerian, or a pointed pen variation.  
No size limit.

October:  Create an alphabet – miniscules, majiscules, or both.  Use the media of your choice and the hand 
of your choice.  No size limit.

May, September, and October projects will be shown at the November Guild meeting.

November:  Create a piece showing contrast.  Limit yourself to ONE tool and try to get the most out of that 
single tool.  No size limit.

No December project as we will be preparing Christmas cards and other holiday decorations.

November projects will be shown at the January Guild meeting.
Ann Cobb



“Transforming the Blank Page”  
Review of Sheryl Bracey’s workshop

What do shaving cream, rubber stamping stencils, scraps of window 
screen, spray bottles, and implements including a shower squeegee, 
chopsticks, and toothbrushes (this time not for cleaning nibs), have in 
common with inks and paints?  Colorful paste paper art is the answer!

In an unusual format, Sheryl Bracey gave all her instructions before 
lunch.  That set us free to play away the afternoon. The ten of us com-
fortably shared five tables of fun.  Sheryl had an enormous set up of 
materials for creating backgrounds for lettering. Plus she had prepared 
instructional sheets with individual samples for all the decorating tech-
niques, as well as a huge pile of papers for our experiments. 

We spritzed intense watercolors with screens, stencils and other masks to 
create interesting abstracts.
Another table held walnut ink in several intensities, which can mimic 
old, stained paper or make leather-like textures when plastic wrap and 
other ink colors are added.
Selecting from a wide variety of inks, including iridescent and pearles-
cent, we scrunched plastic wrap atop analogous colors for fun blends 
that imitated icy frosted windows.
Twenty or more pre-mixed colors of acrylic paste beckoned us to devise 
textures with a potpourri of objects. 

Finally, the table which held, for me, the most amusing and kid-friendly 
method: shaving cream! 
Step 1: Spray the cream into a solid mass in a shallow pan. 
Step 2: Spread it smooth as if icing a cake. 
Step 3: Randomly dribble any kind of inks on top.  
Step 4: Drag a chopstick or similar tool through the mess to design the 
pattern.
Step 5: Lay your paper on top, being careful to push it into down any 
surface gaps.
Step 6: Lift paper and squeegee off the cream. That’s it!  
Repeat until the colors become too muddied.

Carol Savage



Rain, Trains and Uncial 

There couldn’t possibly be a better way to spend the 2nd rainiest day in the history of 
Nashville than to be with Carrie Imai learning Uncial. It was also a personal oppor-

calligraphy teacher. Everyone attending soon discovered what I have known for over 
25 years. Carrie is not only one of the most talented calligraphers of our time, but she 
is also one of the best, most generous teachers. 

On Saturday, we were all presented with a spiral-bound book of exemplars and 
handouts. Carrie also provided each of us with a small packet of nifty supplies to 
prepare and/or rescue our nibs. Her handy tips were enlightening and helped get our 

afternoon going through the Uncial letterforms. We all agreed this ancient alphabet 
is both lovely, versatile and sometimes forgotten in today’s new world of modern 
calligraphy. Once we had the letterforms intact, it was time to let our pens “dance.” 
Through the pounding rain and frequent trains, we also learned to do pop-out cards 
and watercolor rainbow writing with one of Carrie’s favs--the automatic pen. What an 
incredible Saturday! 

“Uncial - Classic to Comtemporary” with Carrie Imai 

Oh, did I forget to mention, the rain continued and so did the class. 
The afternoon wasn’t over! We learned an easy, accordion-fold 
book (even for those of us who are book impaired). But, don’t stop 
there, we did a slightly larger book too! Both book covers were 
made using Tyvek with an EASY background technique applied 
that even I could do (tip: wear gloves). Amazingly, we did all of 
this and more. The rain, trains and hard work did not dampen our 
fellowship and fun which was not lost on Carrie. She noted that 
she could feel the Nashville “love” and calligraphers are fortunate 

-
cially in Nashville. 

Thanks to our wonderful, progressive Guild and workshop chair, 
Ann Cobb, and a special thank you to Carrie for teaching our pens 
how to dance in the rain!

- Vicki Brandt

The rain continued on Sunday, but so did Carrie’s 
infectious enthusiasm. We soon learned that it was 

Uncial nest. Our exercise entailed lettering a quote 
-

sive forms. We were then instructed to cut our lines of 
lettering apart and paste onto another sheet of paper 
to help us visualize a pleasing layout. What followed 
was an enlightening critique. These critiques are the 
cornerstone of Carrie’s teaching. She is gentle but 
professional. We could quickly see the importance of 
contrast, spacing and color choices. After the critique, 
Carrie lettered a word for each of us. This word was 
our choice and something meant to evoke an emotion. 
Watching Carrie’s techniques and her ability to center 
herself while lettering these words was inspiring. The 
passion in her lettering is palpable. 



Technical Notes regarding Calligraphy in the St. John’s Bible 
spoken by Donald Jackson 
at Carson-Newman University, TN, Oct. 8, 2016
from the notes of Carol Savage

Editor’s Note:
Part One of the Technical Notes can be found in the November 2016    
issue of the NCG newsletter.

PART TWO
Regarding writing with a cut quill:
Preparation: First remove some of the shafts that are in the way of your 
hand. Insert a thin strip of metal cut from a soda can into the center of 

This acts as a reservoir to hold ink.

reclose the quill’s tip by pressing the quill up side down
Ready to write? Lick the tip of the quill. 

Therefore, a slant writing surface is essential.  A quill is more juicy and 
generous depositing ink. 

zip in it.
Full page paintings were backed with casein before they were painted. 
A carpet page was used to disguise show though. Today good quality 
printing means “no show though.” Vellum is somewhat transparent. The 

scale. I was on an orange jag.  Somehow I wish I wasn’t.”

Other observations included remarks about visual elements in the art 
including fractals- the tiniest measurable element indicated by color 
waves.  Donald was invited to Ghost Ranch in 1994 to bring his dream 
project to the desert. He mentioned Nancy Ruth Levitt’ stone project, and 
Christ in the wilderness with angels.

Concerning illustrations, people constantly ask where he gets ideas. 
He admitted to being frightened as to where his next ideas would come 
from. “Ideas need to be fed. I went to the museums and looked at things 
that existed at the time of Christ.  That brings us to the reality of what we 

We 
imitate, we copy, embrace...” 

His professor told him 58 years ago “You get ideas when you start by 
putting your pen in the ink.” Donald remarked that the previous night 
he made a new connection: “Writing with a brush is a way of creating 
readiness.”  “Doing is a way of opening myself.” The thing that made 

the Scriptorium at one time with a quill on vellum.  You could hear the 
scratch.  The silence is deeper when someone else is there. They found 

-
tered in their homes.

Some images appear intermittently in the bible pages, such as the 
rainbow, which represents hope in the books of the Prophets. Re-
petitive designs reflect traditional images from cultures around the 
world.  “Who doesn’t love rubber stamps?” Donald asked us. A stamp 
of wings was derived from the British Museum’s photos of Assyrian 
temples. 

Let’s inspire each other, Nashville Calligraphers 
Guild! We want to see what you are working on.

Adding the hashtag #nashvillecalligraphersguild to 
your social media posts will allow other guild mem-

So what is a hashtag? Within the social media world, 
a hashtag is any word or phrase that begins with the # 
sign. Hashtags can be thought of as a label or category 
that enables people to search for things that may be of 
interest to them. For instance, you could simply use 
#calligraphy to “tag” a post, which is a broad category. 
You can also use multiple hashtags in one post, which 
would look something like #calligraphy #pointedpen 
#watercolor #Nashville. Each one of these hashtags 
can be searched, increasing the possibility that others 
will see your work. You can use as few or as many 
hashtags as you like. There’s no wrong way to do it. 

-
phersguild limits the searchability of your post to only 
those who already know about it. That’s what so great 
about it… it will be our own special group! In general, 
hashtags are a great way to share your projects, prac-
tice or process. Of course, as with anything you post 
online, the images must be of your own work only. 
Posting the work of others could lead to copyright is-
sues, so you want to avoid that. When you are posting 
and tagging your photos, keep in mind that if your 
social media account is private, only your followers 
and friends will be able to see your photos.

#nashvillecalligraphersguild can be used for classes 
and workshops, too. If there is a special hashtag for 
a class or workshop, the instructor will let you know. 
If there isn’t one, the class can create it together. It’s 
all organic. For example, I’m taking an online class 
and students have been posting their progress using 
#FPMandMPandMe on Instagram. It’s great fun to see 
everyone’s projects!

I encourage you to use #nashvillecalligraphersguild 
when posting your 2017 lettering projects, class work 
or practice to your Facebook, Instagram or Twitter. We 
want to inspire our members!

Miranda Fuller,
NCG Website and Social Media

MAY PROGRAM - SHOW YOUR 
STUFF ON SOCIAL MEDIA



About the Guild
The Nashville Calligrapher’s Guild was formed in 1981 to foster the continued study, practice, and use of calligraphy among its members and to encourage community 
awareness of the art of calligraphy. To this end, the Guild meets five times a year, publishes a newsletter, and sponsors workshops and related activities.

Membership inquiries can be directed to DaleAnn Webb at  615-473-3295. Membership is open to anyone interested in calligraphy. The membership year runs from June 1 
to May 31. Dues are due on June 1 and are considered delinquent if not received within six weeks of that date. Dues are $30 per year for a regular membership, $40 a year 
for a contributing membership. Membership dues should be paid to the Treasurer: Laura Kraft, 1605 Newstead Terrace, Brentwood, TN 37027.

Meetings are held the second Saturday in September, November, January, March, and May. The Guild meets at the Plaza Arts Store in downtown Nashville, 633 Middleton 
Avenue, Nashville, TN 37203. Meetings begin at 10:30 a.m. with social time immediately before at 10:00 a.m. 

The Nashville Calligraphers Guild can be found on Facebook as well as the NCG website at http://www.nashvillecalligraphersguild.org.

Send newsletter corrections/returns to: Beth Paul, 277 Dan Crutcher Road, Toney, AL  35773

Next Meeting: May 13, 2017 
Plaza Artist Materials
Downtown Nashville

Board Meeting at 9 a.m.
General Meeting 10:30 a.m.

May Program
(following meeting)

*********Lettering Project 2017*********

Remember to bring any of the lettering projects that you have completed to the May meeting for display.  
We should all have completed four of them by meeting time.  

Our summer projects will be the Envelope Exchange.  We will resume the lettering project in September.

Thank you for participating in these projects.

Due to unfortunate circumstances, our March book-making
had to be postponed until May. Big thanks to Rose Wathen for step-
ping in with a program for everyone to enjoy on lettering!

This is the easiest book you will ever make! It requires no sewing,
cutting, or glueing! At our May meeting, everyone will get to make a
small book out of envelopes. It can be used as a sampler, a mini jour-
nal or a gift for a friend. Four envelopes will be provided, but these

books are so easy to make, you might want to bring some of your own envelopes to make another
one! All of the envelopes must be the same size but can be different colors.You might also want to bring
embellishments such as tiny envelopes, Washi tape, rubber stamps, and scrapbook type patterned papers.
These will enhance your book but can be added at any time with a glue stick or glue dots. If you wish to
decorate your book, it would help if you bring scissors and glue.

As an added bonus , Miranda Fuller will demonstrate how to post photos
of your books or other work to social media using the hashtag #nashvillecalligraphersguild. To learn more
about hashtags, please see her entry in the May newsletter or visit nashvillecalligraphers-
guild.org/blog/hashtag."

Come Make an Envelope Book
& Learn About Hashtagging!


